
   ENGLISH 3- ARE YOU CONNECTED? 
 

   MOBY - Are You Lost In The World Like Me? 

Listen to the song and complete the lyrics 

with the right words: 

 

Look harder, say it's done/doing/did 

Black days and a dying son/sun/some 

Dream a dream of god lit pair/hair/air 

Just for a minute you'll find me 

here/there/care 

 

Look harder and you'll __________ 

The 40 ways it leaves us __________ 

I need a better ___________ 

To burn beside the _________ 

 

Come on and let me try 

 

Are you lost in the world like me? 

If the systems have failed? 

Are you free? 

All the things, all the loss 

Can you see? 

Are you lost in the world like me? 

Like me? 

 

_______ a courtyard, say it's done 

Throwing _________ at a dying sun 

A source of ________ in the god lit air 

Just for a _________, you'll find me there 

 

Look harder and you'll mind/find/kind 

The 40 ways it leaves us blind/by/buy 

I need a better stay/play/way 

To burn beside the fights/lights/nights 

 

Come on and let me try 

 

Are you lost in the world like me? 

If the systems have failed? 

Are you free? 

All the things, all the loss 

Can you see? 

Are you lost in the world like me? 

Like me? [x2] 

 

If the systems have failed 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Read the biographies of Moby, Steve 

Cutts and  Max Fleischer and answer 

the questions: 

 

1.  What is Moby’s real name? 

 

 

2. When was he born? 

 

 

3. How many records has he sold? 

 

 

4. What does Steve Cutts do? 

 

 

 

5. What does he satirize? 

 

 

 

6. What characters did Max Fleischer bring 

to the movie screen? 

 

 

      

 

 

Questions for reflection: 

• If the systems have failed? What systems are we talking about here? 

• Are you free? Free from what? 

• All the things, all the loss  Can you see? What is lost? 

 

 



   ENGLISH 3- ARE YOU CONNECTED? 
 

Learn about the singer and composer, the illustrator and animator and the 
inspiration for the video: 
 
About the singer 
 

Richard Melville Hall (born September 11, 1965),better known by his 
stage name Moby, is an American musician, DJ, record producer, singer, 
songwriter, and photographer known for his electronic music, veganism, 
and support of animal rights. He has sold over 20 million records 
worldwide, and AllMusic considers him to be "one of the most 
important dance music figures of the early 1990s, helping bring the 
music to a mainstream audience both in the UK and in America". 

 
About the illustrator and animator 

 
Steve Cutts is an illustrator and animator based in London, England. His 
artwork satirizes the excesses of modern society. His style is inspired by 
1930s and 40s cartoons, such as those by Max Fleischer, as well as 
modern comic books and graphic novels. 
 
About the inspiration for the video animation 

 
Max Fleischer (born Majer Fleischer July 19, 1883 – September 25, 
1972) was a Polish-American animator, inventor, film director and 
producer. Born in Kraków, Poland, Fleischer became a pioneer in the 
development of the animated cartoon and served as the head of 
Fleischer Studios  in the United States. He brought such animated 
characters as Koko the Clown, Betty Boop, Popeye, and Superman to the 

movie screen and was responsible for a number of technological innovations including 
the Rotoscope, the "Bouncing Ball" song films, and "The Stereoptical Process". 
 
 
Words I do not know: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 



   ENGLISH 3- ARE YOU CONNECTED? 
 

MOBY -  Are You Lost In The World Like Me? 

FULL LYRICS 

Look harder, say it's done 

Black days and a dying sun 

Dream a dream of god lit air 

Just for a minute you'll find me there 

 

Look harder and you'll find 

The 40 ways it leaves us blind 

I need a better place 

To burn beside the lights 

 

Come on and let me try 

 

CHORUS 

Are you lost in the world like me? 

If the systems have failed? 

Are you free? 

All the things, all the loss 

Can you see? 

Are you lost in the world like me? 

Like me? 

 

Burn a courtyard, say it's done 

Throwing knives at a dying sun 

A source of love in the god lit air 

Just for a minute, you'll find me there 

 

Look harder and you'll find 

The 40 ways it leaves us blind 

I need a better way 

To burn beside the lights 

 

Come on and let me try 

 

Are you lost in the world like me? 

If the systems have failed? 

Are you free? 

All the things, all the loss 

Can you see? 

Are you lost in the world like me? 

Like me? [x2] 

 

If the systems have failed 


